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Welcome! 
 
We are your specialist for trucking and special 
transports in the region Switzerland - England - 
Switzerland, Scotland and Ireland.  

As a neutral swiss haulier we exclusively work for 
reputable forwarding agencies and transportation 
companies.  

Our fleet consists of over 30 vehicles, including our own megatrailers and selected sub-
contractors. To guarantee our high quality, we allow only the best transportation 
companies to drive for us.  

Additionally, we arrange special transports, carry out permit procedures and 
professionally accompany your special goods. 
 

 
The history of our company 
 
Bob Dons left the Dutch Marine in 1965. He 
immediately acquired his Drivers Licence and 
started working for the special-transport company 
Stoof in Holland. There, loads up to 120 tons 
were part of his daily business.  
 
Today, this valuable experience is key for his 
success in building up and leading the company 
DONS TRANSPORTE AG as managing director. 
 
In 1980 he met his wife and business partner in 
Switzerland. They decided to start up their own 
transportation company. 
 

http://www.dons.ch/


 

 

 
In 1985, DONS TRANSPORTE AG was founded in 
Basle/Switzerland. In the beginning, work was done 
with only one vehicle, a small office and the big vision 
of establishing a high-quality company in the very 
competitive marketplace of Basle/Switzerland. 
Motivation, hard work and total focus on the goal paid 
off.  
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Today, DONS TRANSPORTE AG has a fleet of over 30 trucks at her disposal. This 
includes company-owned trucks with megatrailers and selectred sub-contractors. The 
company is widely known as swiss high-quality haulier.  

The list of clients is excellent: Mammoet Europe BV, Mammoet Deutschland,  
ABX Schweiz, DHL Basel, Ballauf & Schopp , Europa Worlwide UK, RH Freight Ltd, 
Hauser UK Ltd, Interfracht/Tolimpex, Natural, Crowe, Nord Transport, Kühne und Nagel 
Schweiz, Nauta Basel, UPS Switzerland, Fiege Goth , Gondrand, Panalpina Kloten and 
many more...  

For Bob Dons, controlled growth was the key 
business strategy. His goal was to keep on 
expanding at a very slow pace, so that a high-
quality service could be guaranteed for at any time 
in the way DONS TRANSPORTE AG is known for. 
This principle proved to be very successful.  
 
Bob Dons on his business philosophy: "I do the 
planning, the drivers do the work!"  
 
Because of his grand experience as a Driver, Bob 

Dons knows exactly what is possible and what is not. For many clients, this know-how is 
an important reason to work with DONS TRANSPORTE AG. But it is also a reason why 
experienced drivers prefer to work for Bob Dons.  
 
 
Our fleet 
 
The actual fleet consists of 
over 30 vehicles, including 
our own special trucks and 
those of selected sub-
contractors.  

Our quality standards are 
valid for our drivers and for 
our vehicles:  



 

 

 CMR Insurance  
 ADR trained drivers  
 Dangerous goods equipment  
 GSM mobile phones  

Our Fleet consists of the following 
vehicle types:  

 Megatrailers with 3m inside, 
sliding roof  

 Euroliners with 2.75m inside, 
sliding roof  

 3/4/5/6-axes Semi-Low-
Loaders  

 Special vehicles such as: lowloaders - vessel bed and ,,SPMT,, vehicles.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


